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ABSTRACT
The main role to ensure the quality and safety of the perishable products along the cold chain is played by the
refrigerated transport. About 40% of the total amount of energy spent over the cold chain can be attributed to the food
transportation only, in order to maintain an appropriate air temperature inside the truck cell. It must be considered that
fresh products, if compared with frozen ones, are more temperature sensitive, and that more than 30% perishes during
the route because the proper temperature is not maintained. Recently, scientists have been focusing their efforts on the
development of innovative solutions, which ensure a proper refrigerated products distribution and transportation in a
more environmental-friendly and cost-effective way.
Therefore, in this work, the charging performance of a Latent Thermal Energy Storage (LTES) system which consists
of a novel insulated wall made of the traditional insulation material layer wrapping a second layer made of PCM is
analysed. More specifically, 2D transient numerical analyses are run in Ansys Fluent 18.2, by setting to the refrigerated
cell a varying hour by hour solar irradiation from 6 AM to 4 PM. The effects of the presence of 50% of product load
inside the refrigerated cell, is also investigated. Moreover, the effect of the heat respiration of the food is analysed.
For the long-distance route no door openings nor additional heat infiltrations are considered.
Keywords: Cold Chain, Refrigerated Transport, Fresh Foodstuff, Latent Thermal Energy Storage System, PCM

1. INTRODUCTION
As stated by Fioretti et al. (2016), fresh products, with respect to frozen ones, are more temperature sensitive. Besides,
when dealing with fresh products, it must be taken into consideration that their metabolic activities are temperaturerelated and, therefore, can potentially affect the final quality of the food. The necessary energy requested for the food
transportation only is about 40% of the total amount of energy consumed during transportation (Michel et al., 2017).
Nevertheless, 30% of fresh products perish due to a not-appropriate temperature level maintained on the route (Du et
al., 2020). Currently, the refrigerated road fleet is for the most part equipped with diesel engines for running low
efficiency mechanical vapor compression cycles for refrigeration (Liu et al., 2012), combined with a coefficient of
performance (COP) usually ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 (Tassou et al., 2009). To reduce the energy consumption and
ensuring an adequate temperature level for the products, researchers have been considering the introduction of Latent
Thermal Energy Storage (LTES) systems to replace the traditional designs along the cold chain stages. Yusufoglu et
al. (2015) incorporated different PCMs near the evaporator of two types of refrigerators, obtaining improvement in
evaporating and condensing temperatures of 2-4 °C for all the PCM types. Optimizing the on/off compressor times,
the LTES prototypes reached energy consumption savings of around 9%. Ezan et al. (2017) placed a PCM (water)
slab of different thicknesses (from 2 to 10 mm) on the rear side of a roll-bond evaporator of a vertical beverage cooler.
This caused the cooling performance to be enhanced in presence of PCM prolonging the compressor “off” duration.
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Furthermore, during the off interval, the PCM limited the sudden temperature increases thereby maintaining the air
inside the refrigerated space at a tolerable range. Focusing on LTES systems for refrigerated transport applications,
the first study can be attributed to Ahmed et al. (2010). Copper tubes filled with paraffin-PCM were integrated inside
the PU wall of truck trailers. An average reduction of 29.1% in the peak heat flux entering the inner room was obtained.
Liu et al. (2012) developed an on-vehicle LTES unit charged by a stationary refrigeration unit in depot during the
night, which led to 86.4% cost savings through lower energy consumption, with remarkable reduction in greenhouse
gas emissions and noise. Calati et al. (2022) analyzed the addition of a PCM layer (with thicknesses ranging from 0.5
to 2 cm) to the traditional 5 cm insulated PU wall and its ability in maintaining a proper air temperature inside the cell
(empty of freight) by using three commercial paraffin waxes: RT2HC, RT4 or RT5HC. External solar irradiation was
taken into consideration by adopting the temperature sol-air model. More recently, Ahn et al. (2022) developed an
innovative mobile cooling system which takes advantage of an ice thermal energy storage to cool down, with direct
contact, the air during the discharging phase in a refrigerated truck.
In this paper, aiming at extending the 2D numerical analyses conducted in Calati et al. (2022), for the 0.5 cm and
RT2HC layer scenario, the presence of fresh foodstuff is taken into consideration by adding 50% of cargo load in the
refrigerated cell with respect to the total refrigerated cell volume. Besides, the effect of the heat respiration of the
freight is discussed aiming at evaluating the validity of the proposed passive system for ensuring the freshness and
quality of the foodstuff. The results are compared in terms of temperature evolution over time and temperature
distribution inside the refrigerated cell.

2. 2D CFD ANALYSES
2.1 The Numerical Model
As reported in Calati et al. (2022), a 2D section of a traditional European refrigerated truck was modelled. Its external
width was set equal to 1.3 m (half of 2.6 m) aiming at exploiting the symmetry of the system, while its height was
supposed to be 2.4 m. To counteract the heat load entering from the external environment, an innovative insulation
layer was developed, consisting of a 5 cm thick poly-urethane layer wrapping a second one of 0.5 cm filled of paraffinbased PCM RT2HC. Moreover, an additional aluminium layer of 0.5 cm separated the PCM and the air domains,
acting as the PCM encapsulation. The reader may refer to Calati et al. (2022) for additional details.

Figure 1: 2D section of the refrigerated cell, empty (left), with 50% food load (right)
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Figure 1 (right) demonstrates that the presence of cold freight was considered in the present work. 50% of food loads
was investigated. The authors opted for 50% of cell volume occupied by the cargo, by considering the trade-off
between the full-loaded scenario (at the start of truck operation) and an empty scenario (at the end of the operation).
The food was supposed to be located on 140 mm high europallet, inside a box having the x-dimension of 1170 mm.
The food was set at a margin of 50 mm from the aluminium encapsulation and 20 mm from the axis of symmetry (i.e.,
two consecutive boxes are 40 mm spaced). In this way, the buoyancy-driven airflow generated could flow under the
pallets, in the space between the encapsulation and the freight, and between the two freights. The food cargo consisted
of apples. This type of foodstuff (vegetable) was chosen since it let to investigate the heat respiration effect. In facts,
the heat respiration cannot be neglected when dealing with fresh foodstuff consisting of fruit or vegetables due to their
intrinsic metabolic activity (Ashrae Handbook – Refrigeration, 2018). The thermophysical properties of the PCM and
the solid materials are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

PCM
RT2HC

k (W m-1 K-1)
0.2

Material
Poly-Urethane foam
Aluminium
Apple

Table 1: Phase Change Materials Properties
ρsol/ρliq (kg m-3)
cp (J kg-1 K-1)
L (kJ kg-1)
880/770
2000
200
Table 2: Solid Materials Properties
k (W m-1 K-1)
ρ (kg m-3)
0.03
35
202.4
2719
0.418
450

Tsolidus/Tliquidus (°C)
1/3
cp (J kg-1 K-1)
1380
871
3840

The presence of the external hourly solar irradiance was used to calculate the heat load entrance. By adopting the solair model (Calati et al., 2021), the fictitious free stream temperature Tsa was obtained as the sum of the external
temperature and the ratio between the product of the solar irradiance for a tilted surface and the surface absorptance
divided by the heat transfer coefficient HTC. For details, please refer to Calati et al. (2022). The HTC was set equal
to 10 W m-2 K-1 for the side and top of the cell, whilst 0.7 W m-2 K-1 at the bottom which takes into consideration the
non-modelled 5 cm poly-urethane foam layer. The appropriate Tsa was set for the side and top which exchanged the
heat by means of convection and radiation, whilst the external temperature was set as free stream temperature for the
bottom, which, being in shadow, wasn’t affected by solar radiation. The truck was supposed to be stationary aiming
at investigating the worst-case scenario. Three different scenarios had been previously analysed: stationary-scenario
(0 km h-1 truck speed), urban-route-scenario (40 km h-1) and interurban-route-scenario (80 km h-1). Among them, for
the stationary-scenario, the highest sol-air temperatures for each truck surfaces were obtained. Therefore, this scenario
was considered for the subsequent analyses. The boundary condition of the side of truck involved the setting of the
maximum hourly value of Tsa among the western and eastern ones for each simulated hour from 6 AM to 4 PM. The
climate data refer to the city of Vicenza, Northern Italy.

2.2 Equations
To estimate the global solar radiation for each truck surfaces, the same equations reported in (Calati et al., 2022) were
adopted. For the sake of brevity, they are not explained here.
The commercial CFD software “Ansys Fluent 18.2” was used to run the numerical analyses, by implementing the
“Solidification and Melting Model” which let to study the thermal performance of the LTES system. It takes advantage
of an enthalpy-porosity approximation of the zone involved in the phase change process, denoted as mushy zone
(Voller and Prakash, 1987). In fact, the liquid-solid mushy zone is considered as a porous one and the porosity is set
as the liquid fraction. This latter is a quantity indicating the fraction of the cell volume in liquid state, calculated for
all cells in the domain. In the mushy region, the liquid fraction ranges between 0 (PCM solid) and 1 (PCM liquid).
Hence, the energy equation (equation (5)) is written in terms of enthalpy (equation (1)), considered as the sum of
sensible enthalpy (equation (2)) and latent heat of fusion (equation (3)), as reported in the following equations:

𝐻 = ℎ + Δ𝐻
%

ℎ = ℎ!"# + '

%!"#

𝑐$ 𝑑𝑇

Δ𝐻 = 𝜑𝐿
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𝜕𝑡

(4)

(5)

To develop the momentum conservation equation (equation. (6)) for the mushy region, a momentum sink S (equation
(7)) is inserted in the Navier-Stokes equation as:

𝜕
(𝜌𝒗) + 𝛻(𝜌𝒗𝒗) = −𝛻𝑝 + 𝜇∇- 𝒗 + 𝜌𝑔𝜖(𝑇 − 𝑇!"# ) + 𝑺
𝜕𝑡
(1 − 𝜑)𝑺=
𝐴
𝒗
𝜀 + 𝜑. /+&0

(6)
(7)

In the right side of equation (6), the last two terms stand for the buoyancy force with Boussinesq approximation and
the above-mentioned momentum sink, respectively. In equation (7), ε is a constant equal to 10-3, which avoids dividing
by zero when liquid fraction φ is zero (PCM completely solid).
In order to analyse the food heat respiration effect on the thermal fluid dynamics, an energy source in the energy
equation was added by treating the food domain as a heat source. A user-define-function (UDF) was developed to
calculate the heat respiration as a function of the food temperature and implemented accordingly. The equation
(equation (8)) of the heat of respiration of the apples, HR (W m-3), adapted from (Ashrae Handbook – Refrigeration,
2018), considered in the present analyses is:

𝐻𝑅 = 𝜌

10.7𝑓 9
( 𝑡 + 32)1
3600 5

(8)

Where, t (°C) is the food temperature, 𝜌 (kg m-3) is the food density, f and g constant respiration coefficients equal to
5.6871*10-4 and 2.5977, respectively.
Additionally, the conservation of mass is solved:

𝛻 · (𝜌𝒗) = 0

(9)

The second order upwind scheme was adopted to linearize the convective terms with first order derivatives, while the
diffusive terms with second order derivatives were linearized by a second order differencing scheme. The SIMPLE
scheme was used to solve the pressure-velocity coupling while the PRESTO! one was chosen for pressure correction,
as proposed by Zhao et al. (2020). All of the other equations were linearized using the algebraic multigrid (AMG)
iterative strategy.

2.3 Model Validation
The experiments carried out by Glouannec et al. (2014) were chosen as reference for the proposed numerical model
validation. The authors studied an 86 cm tall insulation wall made of 0.1 cm of metal sheet (denoted as “Body”), an
air gap of 10 cm, 0.1 cm of fiberglass, 5.8 cm of polyurethane and 0.2 cm of polyester and fiberglass. A constant free
stream external temperature of 10 °C for the first 4 hours and 30 °C for the last four (here also called “sensible-case”)
was applied. The insulation wall was installed in a climatic adiabatic room maintained at a temperature value of 0 °C.
They developed and validated a numerical model against experimental results. Moreover, in the so-called “latentcase”, they inserted a panel filled with a phase change material (Energain®) just before the fiberglass layer and
evaluated its effect on the heat transmission through the insulation wall measuring the temperature at different
locations. The experiment with the PCM layer (latent-case) lasted 16 h. As for the sensible-case (i.e. without PCM),
for the first half journey an external free stream temperature of 10 °C was assumed while 30 °C for the second half.
Therefore, the present authors, by adopting the same boundary conditions, reproduced both the scenarios and obtained
results comparable to those reported by Glouannec et al. (2014), as clearly demonstrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Comparison between present results and what obtained by Glouannec et al. (2014) for sensible-case
and latent-case
T1 and T3 were the temperatures at mid-height of the inner side of the bodywork and of the outer side of the fiberglass
layer (sensible-case) or PCM layer (latent-case), respectively. The term “exp” refers to the experimental results
collected by Glouannec et al. (2014), whereas “num” refers to results coming from the developed numerical model.
As it can be seen, the present numerical model is able to reproduce the experimental data from Glouannec et al. (2014)
for both cases (with and without phase change).

2.4 Sensitivity Analyses

Figure 3: Time Step and Mesh Sensitivity analyses for the empty refrigerated cell
The refrigerated cell without food load was selected for running the sensitivity analyses. The PCM liquid fraction at
the end of the simulation (10 h) was chosen as parameter aiming at comparing different results. On the left side of
Figure 3, it can be noticed that when the time step size increases from 0.05 s to 1 s some differences between the
curves are detectable. The curve for 0.1 s time step size can be observed to be very close to the 0.05 s curve, whilst
the other cases mostly overlap, deviating from lowest time step size curve trend. Thus, aiming at limiting as much as
possible the potential source of numerical deviation and considering the contemporary need of an acceptable
computational time, a time step size of a tenth of a second was selected for all the CFD analyses. In Figure 3 (right
side), the grid independence analysis is demonstrated. To find the best compromise between the required
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computational efforts and solution robustness, three diverse grid magnitudes were studied: 22k, 42k, and 85k elements.
From 85k to 22k number of elements, differences cannot be detected, confirming the grid independence of the solution.
Nevertheless, the computational time dropped from 2.5 h to 1.2 h, respectively. Among the investigated cases, the 42k
(Figure 4) was adopted for all the other analyses.

Figure 4: Mesh of 42k elements (left), details (right)

3. RESULTS
In Figure 5, the volume-averaged air temperature (top-left), PCM temperature (top-right) and liquid fraction (bottomleft) as function of the simulated hours for the 50%-food-loaded cell are shown. Besides, the same variables with and
without considering the effect of the heat of respiration of apples are demonstrated. Additionally, in Figure 5 (bottomright) the effect of the heat of respiration on the cargo can be appreciated by evaluating the increase of the final food
temperatures. The potentiality of the LTES system in ensuring the air temperature inside the cell as closely as possible
to the reference phase change PCM temperature without involving the adoption of the refrigerated system is
investigated.
The LTES lets to maintain the air temperature inside the refrigerated cell below 3 °C for the first 4 h, when the empty
refrigerated cell scenario is considered. This threshold (3 °C) is the liquidus temperature of PCM: consequently, when
the temperature exceeds 3 °C the PCM is locally melted. For the next 4 h, the air temperature is kept between 3 and 4
°C, while, just after the eighth simulated hour, a sharp temperature increase is detected. Indeed, from the ninth hour
till the end of the simulated vehicle route, a noticeable change of slope for the air temperature curve can be observed.
This can be ascribable to the progress of the PCM melting process which causes the ability of PCM in counteracting
the external heat load entrance to be weakened, resulting in an air temperature increase. Moreover, in the time interval
from the seventh and the eighth hour, a sudden average PCM temperature rise can be appreciated, as demonstrated by
the triangles plotted in Figure 5 (top-right). By comparing the PCM temperature curve with the liquid fraction one
(Figure 5 (bottom-left), circles), it can be pointed out that for the most part of the melting process (about 8 h, i.e. 85%
liquid) the PCM temperature is maintained between the solidus and liquidus temperatures.
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Figure 5: Temperature trends for air (top-left), PCM (top-right), food (bottom-right), and liquid fraction trend
(bottom-left), for the empty and 50% food loaded cell, with and without Heat of Respiration (HR)
As a result, the capacity of the PCM layer in slowing down the external heat to be transmitted inside the refrigerated
cell is lessened since the PCM is almost completely fused. The sharp rise in the PCM temperature causes the air
temperature to be increased, up to 9.5 °C; this is essentially imputed to the sensible heat transfer due to liquid PCM.
It is well known that this value can potentially be detrimental for perishable goods which must be transported at
temperatures around 2-3 °C. Nevertheless, by considering the presence of 50% of food load, a different trend of the
air temperature (triangles and rhombi) can be observed: both in the case with and without adding the heat of respiration
to the model, the temperature of the air cell is below 3 °C for about 7 h; therefore, for almost a double period compared
with the empty scenario. An air temperature increase can also be appreciated in this case, but the rate of growing is
noticeably lower. The additional mass inertia due to the cold cargo weakens the temperature rise, actually; the air
temperature touches only 6 °C when the simulation finishes, 3 °C lower than when the freight is not present. From the
results the heat of respiration seems not affect the air and PCM temperatures significatively; however, it plays a role
in increasing the food temperature. As can be noticed from Fig. 5 (bottom-left), at the tenth hour, the heat respiration
causes the apples’ temperature to increase up to 2.38 °C, it means 0.26 °C higher than the temperature reached without
considering the effect of the heat respiration. If the grey circles curve (Figure 5 (bottom-left)) is followed, it can be
evidently seen that the growing rate of the curve is sensibly higher than that representing the without HR scenario.
Thus, it can be speculated, that, since the role of PCM in counteracting the external head load entrance is extinguished
at the end of simulation, having reached the complete melting, the role of heat respiration would be more important if
an extension of the truck route is simulated.
For the proposed latent storage system, the air temperature development and distribution inside the refrigerated cell is
shown in Figure 6. More specifically, in Figure 6 (top) the temperature distribution at three different instants of the
simulated truck tour (i.e. at the start (6AM), middle (11AM), and end (4PM)) is visualized for the empty case scenario;
in Figure 6 (down) the air temperature distribution for the food-loaded scenario by assuming the same instants. The
authors opted to not show the food temperature contours since a negligeable temperature difference is obtained if
compared to the air temperature difference; therefore, a white space is left indicating the food volume.
As can be appreciated from Figure 6 (top), for the empty cell scenario a main convective cell is generated in the middle
of the cabin. Indeed, the cold air, is heated up from the bottom of the cell and moves upwards, consequently. When
the warmed air reaches the top of the cell, it is cooled down by the action of the paraffin which is at a lower temperature
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and moves downwards. These convective movements continue until an appreciable temperature gradient between the
air and PCM existed.

Temperature
Contour

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

6AM - start

11AM

4PM - end

6AM - start

11AM

4PM - end

[°C]

Figure 6: Air temperature distribution inside the refrigerated cell at three different instants for the empty scenario
(top), 50%-food-loaded cell (down)
During the last hour, a horizontal temperature stratification occurs. The air in the upper part is warmer (about 12 °C)
compared with the air close to the side of the cell. A slightly different behaviour can be observed when 50% of food
load is present in the refrigerated space (Figure 6 (down)). If focusing on the middle of the simulation (11AM), a main
convective cell cannot be detected. In this situation, in fact, the limited space available above the cold freight doesn’t
let the air flow to develop completely, and only some scattered local vortices can be appreciated. Nevertheless, as
already noticed in Figure 5, a lower air temperature can be found compared with the empty scenario. In fact, the cold
foodstuff acts as a cold source, counteracting the air temperature increase. At the end of the 10th simulated hour, most
of the cold space is at about 6 °C, against 8.5 °C in case of empty cell.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a novel insulated wall for refrigerated transport consisting of a PU layer and a PCM one was investigated.
A 2D section of a refrigerated truck was modelled. The hourly solar irradiance profile was obtained for a typical
summer Italian day aiming at estimating and applying the external heat loads on a reference 10 h truck daily route. By
means of CFD numerical simulations, the effect of incorporating a 0.5 cm PCM layer in a traditional 5 cm polyurethane
insulation layer was studied. The LTES ability in maintaining the air temperature in the refrigerated space for fresh
food transportation at a suitable level without the use of refrigeration systems were analysed. Different scenarios were
investigated: an empty refrigerated cell, a 50%-food-loaded cell with and without considering the effect of the heat if
respiration. The results showed that, for the empty cell, the 0.5 cm PCM layer guaranteed an air temperature lower
than the solidus temperature for the first four simulated hours. Then, the air temperature stabilized at about 1 °C above
the solidus temperature and then, when the PCM was almost fully melted, a sudden temperature increase occurred,
which would be potentially detrimental for high-sensible foodstuffs. However, when considering the presence of the
cold freight (a more realistic situation) the air temperature remained below 3 °C for almost 7 hours, reaching the
maximum of 6 °C at the end of the simulation. The heat of respiration didn’t affect significatively the great potential
of the proposed LTES even if it played a role in increasing the food temperature. No heat infiltrations were supposed
in this work.

NOMENCLATURE
a
ATP
Cp
F
G
h
k
L
LTES
p
PCM
PU
RT
S
v

Absorptance
Accord du Transport Perissable
Heat Capacity
external force
solar irradiance
enthalpy
thermal conductivity
Latent Heat
Latent Thermal Energy Storage
pressure
Phase Change Material
Polyurethane
Rubitherm ®
source term
velocity

(-)

Greek Symbols
α
ϵ
μ
ρ
φ

heat transfer coefficient
thermal expansion coefficient
dynamic viscosity
density
liquid fraction

(W m-2 K-1)
(K-1)
(Pa·s)
(kg m-3)
(-)

Subscripts
ext
liq
sa
sol
t

external
liquid
sol-air
solid
total

(J kg-1 K-1)
(N)
(W m-2)
(J)
(W m-1K-1)
(J kg-1)
(Pa)

(m s-1)
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